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Thesis Abstract
This essay explores three fonns of communication in Henry James's "The Beast
in the Jungle" within the Derridean fonnulation "structure" and "play": communication
as rendered in words, emitted by objects, and signaled by the body. By using two key
tenns from Deconstructive theory-structurality, defined by Derrida as an imposed
account of"unity, totality ofmovement, and all points traversed" within a discursive
system (F&S 19), and play, or the ability of words to take on multiple meanings in
excess ofany systematic account-a flexible and rich dialogue can be established
between Derrida's ideas and those offered by "The Beast in the Jungle," one which
reopens James's text while also enriching Derrida's theoretical paradigm; for, as will
be demonstrated, "The Beast in the Jungle" conjlates structure and play, troubling
these tenns in presenting Marcher's desire for structure as necessarily predicated on
play itself. This paper then, focusing on the Derridean binarism "structure/play," will
explore how James juxtaposes problems in linguistic meaning with those ofnonverbal
fonns of expression, fonns that partake in a structurality predicated on play while
rejecting play itself; how "truth" in its diverse fonus finds voice with varying success in
such troubled unions; and how it is Marcher who, in the end, reflects a desire to
imitate--and thus become as self-evidently expressive as-material objects connoting
clarity. pennanence, and a structurality beyond the play of spoken language.
Communicating Knowledge and Desire in Henry James's "The Beast in the Jungle"
"The one dreams ofdeciphering a truth or an origin which escapes play and the order ofthe sign, and therefore
lives the necessity ofinterpretation as an exile. "
-Jacques Derrida, from "Structure, Sign, and Play"
The above phrase of Jacques Derrida's, despite its theoretical abstraction, can
be described with only one word, and a powerful word at that: haunting. Even at a
glance, profound and provocative tenns spring out: "dreams," "lives," "escapes,"
"exile." These reel us in to study the remark with deeper attention, and once we grasp
Derrida's meaning-in other words, that truth is a "dream" precluded by reality's
always-shifting linguistic nature, and that to have this dream is to live as an "exile"-we
do indeed feel haunted, opened to a schizophrenic landscape with no certainties, a place
where all things are constantly changing in relation to the changing words that fonn
them. Ofcourse, we quickly contain the idea by consigning it to intellectual debate,
"exiling" it before it has a chance to exile us from the truths we hold, truths that
constitute life as we're accustomed to living it-for how else would we maintain a
coherent subjectivity? Yet one wonders what it would be like to have the anxieties
implicit in Derrida's statement always on one's mind. to "speak" one's life in a manner
consciously akin to treading water, and it is exactly this experience that we are offered
in Henry James's "The Beast in the Jungle:' Is truth beyond language possible? In
what guerrilla fonns might we understand and inhabit language in the attempt to arrive
at truth? Do the categories we associatc \\ith truth-lO\·c. knowlcdgc. and
"knowability"~ollapse in linguistic acrobatics the speed ofwhich we cannot match,
the existence of which both constitutes and exceeds human subjectivity? If so, can we
export these categories-and indeed, subjectivity itself-into more stable materialities
produced within language but somehow not prey to it? These are the questions that
James's story addresses in a singularly masterful way, exploring them through modes
of expression each aiming at ontological constancy: communication as rendered in
words, emitted by objects, and signaled by the body. By using two key terms from
Deconstructive theory-structurality, defined by Derrida as an imposed account of
"unity, totality of movement, and all points traversed" within a discursive system (F&S
19), and play, or the ability of words to take on multiple meanings in excess of any
systematic account-a flexible and rich dialogue can be established between Derrida's
ideas and those offered by "The Beast in the Jungle," one which reopens James's text
while also enriching Derrida's theoretical paradigm; for, as will be demonstrated, "The
Beast in the Jungle" conj/ates structure and play, troubling these terms in presenting
Marcher's desire for structure as necessarily predicated on play itself. This paper
then, focusing on the Derridean binarism "structure/play," will explore how Jan1es
juxtaposes problems in linguistic meaning with those of nonverbal forms ofexpression,
fom1s that partake in a structurality predicated on play while rejecting play itself: how
"truth" in its diverse forms finds voice with varying success in such troubled unions:
and how it is ~Iarcher who. in the end. reflects a desire to imitate--and thus become as
self-evidently expressive as-material objects connoting clarity. pcm1anence. and a
structurality beyond the play of spoken language.
***
"What, exactly, was the account I gave-..."
"Ofthe way you did feel? Well, it was very simple. You said you had had, from your earliest time, as the
deepest thing within you, the sense ofbeing kept for something rare and strange, possibly prodigious and
terrible, that was sooner or later to happen to you, that you had in your bones the foreboding and
conviction of, and that would perhaps overwhelm you."
"Do you call that very simple?," John Marcher asked. (411)
The above passage occurs early in Marcher and May's reacquaintance, and it
can be seen as a perfect example of the way the two use language throughout the story.
It is an attempt on May's part to be thorough and precise, yet in this attempt, language
winds up feeling false and confusing. It is, however, in this very irony that the
passage's beauty lies, for in Marcher's bafflement ("Do you call that very simple?") at
May's explanation is his unwitting location in language of the very problem he and
May are discussing. His response is not so much a reply to Mayas an unconscious
intuition that language, as the two of them use it, has spilled beyond itself, beyond the
solution it almost offers in a way that reduces, not improves, the ability to know-for,
after all, a decisive answer is impossible within the contradictions ("sooner or later to
happen to you"), qualifications ("possibly prodigious...perhaps overwhelm[ing]"), and
pleonastic inflations of May's answer (rare/strange/prodigious/terrible). Thus, the
passagc is thc first of scvcral that posc spcech. in a story built around a lifctimc of
talking. as being problematic in always exceeding itself and. indeed, in its ,"ery claim to
be ablc to "nanle" thc future Beast at all: nanling implies a stop. a point ofbcing fully
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accounted for in as concise a manner as possible, and May's linguistic excess creates
far too large a field for this to happen.
How then might we reconcile such negative "excess" with Derrida's assertion
that language as tied to "beastliness" is exactly that which gives language value and
potential, making it the prime means by which we enter possibility for the self? To
quote from On Grammatology :
The future can only be anticipated in the form of an absolute danger. It is that
which breaks absolutely with constituted normality and can only be proclaimed,
presented, as a sort ofmonstrosity. For that future world andfor that within it
which will have put into question the value ofsign, word, and writing, for that
which -guides our future anterior, there is as yet no exergue. (5, my emphasis)
Admittedly, I am conflating the terms "beast" and "monster" here as used respectively
by James and Derrida, a move that seems justifiable given May's account of the beast
as "prodigious and terrible" ("prodigious," in its basic etymology, denoting that which
goes against nature, an apt synonym for "monstrous"). Mainting then this
"beast/monster" synonym, Derrida goes on to describe a future constructed by a
"playful,"multiply-signifying field of language as
the as yet unnameable which is proclaiming itself and which can do so, as is
necessary whenever a birth is in the offing, only under the species of the
nonspecies, in the fomlless, mute, and terrifying foml ofmonstrosity. (SSP 293)
TIle paral1el here between Derrida's language and James's in portraying the future as a
"monster" of linguisitic energy is striking: both see monstrosity as a principle of
uncertainty in meaning, the "unnanleable" which can be infinitely constructed but never
pinpointed inlby words. Yet while Derrida celebrates the notion (celebrates. that is. the
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perpetual self-questioning "birthed" in such a conception of language), Marcher's quip
implies anxiety at its mere suggestion, an anxiety reproduced in the text's subsequent
description of his "beast" as "something which lay in wait for him...amid the twists and
turnings of the months and years"(417). Subsequently perceiving his future as a "tiger
hunt"-something ofwhich he is in control, something to which he can linguistically
assign the knowledge ofan endpoint, Marcher arguably seeks to "structuralize" his
future through and in relation to language, to "limit its field ofplay." Yet a paradox
exists-how can a tiger "lay in wait" for a hunter without reversing the polarity of the
hunt? It seems then that Marcher at some level senses his future to be capable of
signifying autonomously beyond his will, of not being attached to the set meanings he
assigns to it and with which he constructs it in language. He suspects, on the contrary,
that it determines him through the appropriation ofa language ofwhich he has lost
control. The problem here, then, is a dual position Marcher inhabits in language as
"hunter" and "hunted" in relation to his future "beast." In order to structuralize his
future-that is, to limit its possibilities so they cannot exceed his speculation (thereby
making any occurrence "mastered" insofar as it is linguistically accounted for),
Marcher extends the chain of signification across contradictions that perforce make
doubtful the coherence of that future. Moreover, as the dialogue cited suggests,
Marcher "speaking" his future so as to entomb it in his 0\\-11 interpretation is exactly
that which exposes it to change: May's "very simple" appropriation ofIv1archer's words
demonstrates well that "that which is [signified] is never identical to itself' (F&826).
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Thus, the only way for Marcher to structurally limit his future is not only to enable, but
to put into overdrive, the field of play--a move which, in its expression, cannot escape
multiple interpretation.
This all, of course, brings us back to the conflicted nature of Marcher's desire, a
desire fundamentally "split" in relation to its linguistic condition. This split raises
several key questions: exactly how and on what levels does language contribute to
Marcher's fate under the guise of addressing it? How does language's elusive offer to
"name" the beast produce the lost time and lost opportunity which, in the end,
constitute the very beast to be named? How far can language satisfy the characters'
various expressive needs?
Rachel Salmon has made good headway on the implications of language-and,
to be more precise, the implications of naming-as a dual function in her essay "Naming
and Knowing in James's "The Beast in the Jungle": The Henueneutics ofa Sacred
Text," the assumptions of which concur with Derrida's famous claim "II n'ya pas
dehors texte"l: while the tenus "sacred" and "profane" would seem to connote an extra-
linguistic ontology, Salmon does limit human interaction in the story to afield of
linguistic production, viewing Marcher's fate in tenus of "sacred" and "profane"
textuality--a sacred text being one which celebrates identification between text and
reader (texts are sympathetically engaged, "entered:' lived), while profane texts are
"named" at a distance for the" purpose of mastery"' (307}-categories which bear strong
1 "There is nothing outside the text:'-from q(Grammatolog)', pg. 158
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affiliation, respectively, with "play" and "structure." Marcher, in Salmon's reading,
plays the role then of a "profane hermeneut" toward the sacred "text" of his own life by
trying to "name it from without rather than know it from within" (307). For Salmon,
this "knowing from within" is a sense of oneselfbeing constituted in and by present
time, an awareness that allows for meaningful action. As she goes on to explain:
The reader comes to share May's awareness that Marcher's search is
misguided, that he tries to know his life by holding it at a distance. Waiting for
a momentous unknown, Marcher loses the dimension ofpresent time; he lets
each moment slip by as already integrated into a past the sole function of which
is to anticipate a future. What the reader has learned gradually, Marcher sees in
a flash. On the day his Beast "rises" before him, he realizes that he 'had seen
the outside of his life, not learned it within... '; he had been striving for that
power over life which would come from being able to name its essence. When
he finally knows the Beast is his hallucination, the question of its name is made
irrelevant by the experience itself. There is nothing to be named; his vision is
coextensive with meaning in a way that signifiers can never be with signifieds.
(304)
The passage makes several useful points about Marcher's relationship to language.
First, Salmon illustrates the separation language creates between Marcher and May, a
separation produced by a strange sense of "authorship:' Marcher distances himself
from present time-and thus from experiencing his choices as choices, as actions with
the power to make meaning-by treating his life by turns as a prospective and
retrospective narrative, a removal which distances him from May in the wayan author
is distanced from a character. In other words, as Salmon suggests. May is present only
at those moments which order his life as a story to be analyzed from a distance. as
representation. as words. Thus. Salmon seems right in suggesting that Marcher's
salvation lies in replacing this false life. this story of naming by which Marcher has
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ordered his existence, with experience as it is consciously lived. Marcher must step out
ofhis distanced authorial role and become a character within the text ofhis own life,
open then to the enjoyment of meanings over which he does not have omnipotent
control; meanings that merge Marcher and May within the same textual/ontological
space.
This argument makes sense of the way a structuralizing understanding of
language blocks Marcher from meaningful action; yet it does not take into account the
structural simulations that trick Marcher into feeling he has entered a state of extra-
linguistic subjectivity, a state risen through language and in touch with ''truth'':
simulated intimacy and simulated knowledge. This idea of simulation may seem alien
to the deconstructive precepts I've set forth, but Derrida himself reminds us that when
signification seems "wed indissolubly...to some truth in the world...it is because a
metaphoric mediation has insinuated itself into the relationship between sign and
reality and has simulated immediacy" (OfGrammatology 15, my emphasis). Therefore,
breaking this statement down, metaphoric "simulation" does have an effect in
producing illusory truths beyond words, mainly through an effect of immediacy-an
accurate synonym for which could be 'transparent stability' (again, as Derrida says,
between "sign and reality," between the word and the referent to which it claims to
correspond, but which it in fact creates). Signs can, then, simulate the effects of a pure
"truth" ("a truth in the world." one that is outside the text) through metaphoric
affectivity. enabling by extension a simulation of those domains which we associate
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with truth: knowledge, intimacy, etc.. Thus, it is in the simulation of these categories
particularly that the human desires at work in naming the Beast- desires for wholeness,
power, and peace unaccounted for by Salmon-- are met for Marcher and May, though
in deceptive ways posing these things as "true" beyond textuality.
The strangeness of an available man and woman close to one another, yet never
being physic~_nvolved during the better part ofa lifetime need hardly be voiced.
How then are we are to account for this physical dispassion? In what medium does
"passion" exist for the couple, insofar as where their physical-and sexual-energy is
invested? Obviously, the answer as led to by my analysis thus far suggests passion to
reside in language itself. Several Lacanian readings of the story have been produced in
this vein, most notably by Joyce Wexler. In her essay "Dialogue and the Literary
Unconscious," a piece strongly infonned by an earlier book by J.M. Mellard, Wexler
seats Marcher in an "Imaginary register" with "Mayas a phallic mother who possesses
knowledge...allow[ing] a childllike Marcher to believe he is all to her and for her"
(123). It is then upon May's death that Marcher is forced to enter the Symbolic realm,
a realm wherein language is recognized as isolating, as producing "an individual who
for the first time feels distinct and able to feel pain" as lack (123). While this reading is
interesting (ifconceptually rigid). it seems more fruitful to me to study desire between
these charactcrs not so much in a context of oedipal and pre-oedipal subjectivities as
states of languagc. but in terms of what comes to be a type of coital speech-that is.
"sex" as a rigorous process of"abal signtficatioll. Thus. my concern is more with
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how talking itselfis erotic for Marcher and May, simulating sex in a way that
expressively satisfies desire without ever satisfying it bodily. In this formulation, it can
be shown how language comes to replace, with strange success and with definite
failure, the body as the site of connection and romantic exchange for James's characters
while also duping Marcher and May in ways that form the tragedy of the story.
The strongest evidence for this sex/speech link in James's text are its many
sexual descriptions of discourse both in narration and dialogue. From the outset, May's
communication particularly connotes sexual entry: she delivers "the first penetrating
question" of what Marcher comes to view as their dialogic "intercourse" (417), a
question which forms a lifelong pattern of May getting inside Marcher by speaking
with him about the Beast. This "entry" of Marcher, as Joyce Wexler rightly asserts, is
an "emotional defloration"ofhim, the implications of which are not lost to him in their
sexual tenor; rendered indirectly, Marcher's thoughts show him to conceive of the
relationship he and May share as having "sprung up" and "breath[ed]" meaning upon
them (407), while May herself admits to using it to chart "climax" and "conception" as
she "enter[s] his condition" (418). Thus, both characters unconsciously feel a sexual
valence to their linguistic bond. Such is the way in which Marcher then "has his
woman" and May "has her man," "having" being here a foml of talking which. through
language, ironically simulates physical intimacy as an extra-linguistic reality (that is, as
not being preconditioned-and indeed. wholly reliant-- on the language by which it is
constructed). Taken at face value. this does not seem to be a bad thing: two people
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discover a mode of connection that lets them approximate a sensuousness that their
social and cultural setting likely prohibits. Yet by virtue of its synthetic, prolonging
relationship to desire, language cannot sustain the bond between Marcher and May in a
healthy way, and in a manner similar to the example cited earlier, it again overextends
itself, this time in parallel to sexual exhaustion of the body. Such is the case as Marcher
ponders here the burnt-out quality ofhis sexualized discussions with May:
Everything. Oh! Marcher softly groaned as with a gasp, half-spent, at
the face, more uncovered just then than it had been for a long while, of the
imagination always with them. It had always had its incalculable moments of
glaring out, quite as with the very eyes of the very Beast, and, used as he was to
them, they could still draw from him the tribute of a sigh that rose from the
depths a/his being. All that they had thought,jirst and last, rolled over him;
the past seemed to have been reduced to mere barren speculation. This is what
in fact the place had just struck him as so full of-the simplification of
everything but the state of suspense. That remained only by seeming to hang in
the void surrounding it. Even his original fear, if fear it had been, had lost itself
in the desert. (423, my emphasis)
Here, the overspill of language parallels exhaustion after orgasm; Marcher "groan[s],"
"gasps, half-spent," as though completing the actual act of sex, yet somehow aware of
that act's barrenness, its depositing of meaning in a void from which no validation can
be gained. Most interestingly in this context, the face Marcher sees when considering
the situation is that of "the imagination always with them," an imagination comprised
of his and May's verbalizations. It is not May's facc as the face of a substantive
partner that who meets him. but the facc of languagc itself that is. for thc first time.
rcvealed in both the past and present as a shanl. a proxy of May, a fake. Far from
fostering a connection that fulfills desire (and most importantly for Marcher. the desire
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for structure), language alienates Marcher and May; it does not join them, but instead
places them in a "desert," a "void," where they are self-referential in relation to mere
words under the guise ofbeing meaningfully linked. Thus, language is neither sex nor
its equivalency: it is a simulation of sex, disconnection in tandem. Admittedly, this
reading strays a bit from the Derridean paradigm, suggesting a reality to sex outside the
linguistic codes through which the act is interpreted-the point to notice, though, is how
"sex" here aligns with afailed structurality for Marcher, the sense of which is one of
painful despair-a despair that eventually leads Marcher to seek structurality outside of
human interaction entirely.
Iflanguage, then, can be seen to simulate a sexual "truth," it can also be seen to
simulate the chain of associations that often go along with sexual intimacy: wholeness,
serenity, and knowing. For Marcher, the afterglow of his talks with May is an
alleviating sense ofknowledge; by discussing his fate with her, he feels that he has
mapped all possible contingencies and thus, in a sense, prepared for them. Yet this
knowing ebbs with the ebb of the libidinal charge to the couple's talks. Marcher is
anned with lingual-sexual fullness-the fullness inherent in having an organizing grip
on life-during his years spent talking with May; yet, as their lingual-sexual
imagination pushes itself to excess, this fullness vanishes. "Losing" his "power to
conceive such things" (i.e. knowing in the fonn of organizing mastery), Marcher
watches all the drean1s he has articulated \\ith May. "numberless enough:' enter a
"thick. cold mist. in which thought [loses] itself' (444).
Again, Derrida proves useful here, suggesting that
The movement of signification adds something, which results in the fact that
there is always more, but this addition is a floating one because it comes to
perform a vicariousJunction, to supplement a lack on the part ojthe
signijied...thus, the overabundance of the signifier, its supplementary character,
is the result of a finitude, that is to say, the result ofa lack which must be
supplemented. (SSP 289-90)
The "signified"-in this case Marcher's "Beast"-is in fact, as this passage suggests, a
"lack," not something to be pinpointed within language, but something that is a collage
of metaphoric significations taken for extra-linguistic possibilites by the couple. Yet
James takes Derrida's point a step further and beautifully illustrates what is latently
suggested in the above quote: linking the scattered terms "supplement"/ "play" and
"structure/signfied," "The Beast in the Jungle" demonstrates that, for Marcher,
structurality is predicated on "play," the "always more" of the signifier, in a way that
makes addition subtraction. Thus, as the simulative nature of the "intercourse" between
himself and May is revealed, so is the simulative knowing ofwhat is, at heart, just
conjecture. The more the "Beast" is spoken of, the more Marcher comes to see that
language can no longer express (and thus contain) his "Beast" with any authority, and
doubt is cast on the notion that it ever could. The Derridean distinction between
"structure" and "play" is then revealed in its full collapse. The need and (presumed)
ability on Marcher's part to speak a full construction of his fate dooms the stability of
that fate upon inception-the scaffold is the building, so to speak. made to discard itself
from the start. Hence the way dialogue from this point on seems only to recycle its O\\TI
dead ends. TIle final conversation between Marcher and May depicts such "recycling··
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well as discussion becomes nothing more than painful "re-talk" of itself: Marcher,
asking May if the "worst" fate is more "monstrous than all the monstrosities [they've]
named," receives the reply "More monstrous. Isn't that what you sufficiently express in
calling it the worst?" (433), a literal loop backward to his own words, just as his query
over "something new" in May's outlook is elaborated on by Mayas "something new"
(440, my emphasis). The point made is clear: language, in the end, offers in place of
the knowledge Marcher seeks nothing more than a way for his anxiety to repeat itself
and grow.
"The Beast in the Jungle," then, can be seen to have a relationship to language
best described as exposure-it exposes the medium's fulfillment of desire and
knowledge as being simulation, while at the same time composing a latent ode to the
power involved in effecting this illusion. Yet language is not the only means by which
desire is communicated in the story, nor is it the only site of attempts at physical and
psychic knowing. If words, in the end, cannot sustain a hoax of meeting needs in these
registers, it falls then to the body itselfto pursue them through its own set of signals,
gestures, and motions. By using her body to push through the words both separating
her from and linking her to Marchcr in the ways discussed, May intuits the problems
speech poses and attempts to become expressivc through llOln'crbal action in an effort
to get outside the text of language-an effort in thc Derridean sense, by definition
impossible. Surely enough. though. this attempt to force into view \\;th the body that
which evades speech has its 0\\11 set of problems. in the end doing no more than words
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do to effect a transparent understanding between the characters. If speech for Marcher
and May yields an "overabundance" of signification, an "always more" constituting a
center in excess of the very structure it grounds, the body becomes then an auxilliary
mode of signification prey to the same problematic for James, yet one that attempts to
unite meaning with the signifying subject in a way that disavows the simulations
involved in speech.
Hana Bar'am, in an essay entitled "Bodily Movement as Narrative Strategy in
'The Beast in the Jungle' ," explores how what she terms "metaphorical" and
"nonmetaphorical" motion antagonize each other in James's story as modes of
communication. For Bar'am, Marcher lives through and in anticipation of
metaphorical motion (Le. conjecturing on the Beast and waiting for the Beast to spring)
in a way that renders him inert in the physical world and dead to the thought of the
body as a site of emotional expression. As she elaborates:
Marcher's [obsession] is portrayed in tenns of a lack ofphysical
movement; thus, in the real world of the text...his psychological rigidity [is]
reflected in a peculiar absence of structures representing physical movement.
He is mostly depicted as standing or sitting, the only reference to active
movement being that of wearing his friend's carpets thin by dint of his 'fitful
walk very much as the desks of old counting-houses are worn by the elbows of
generations of clerks,' an appropriately static and, in view of his name, ironic
analogy. (172)
Marcher's motion, then, is restricted by the psychic space of self-contemplation, a
space that minimizes energetic expression of the body while rendering Marcher's
modicum of "true" motion an analogue to his wlproductive, repetith"e thinking.
Counterpoised in this rending is May, who represents a strained yet persistent
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inhabitation ofphysical space, motion, and the body. As Bar'am reads her, May tries
with the body to actualize, not live abstractly within, psychic demands:
Our impression of May-as the grammar ofher name suggests- is one of
impulse to movement, an impulse that is gradually stifled by Marcher's
repressive frigidity. May is portrayed...as the active protagonist. She
continually tries to move toward Marcher, even mov[ing] to London to be near
[him], But he maintains his distance through sheer narcissistic disregard of
[these movements as they signal her to be] a separate person. (174)
She continues:
Despite May's intuitive recognition...that intimacy requires reciprocal
movement...May attempts singlehandedly to close the gap between [herself and
Marcher] and goes as far as she can, without completely breaking out of the
confines ofher culturally determined role as the passive partner, to achieve
[bodily] intimacy with Marcher. But though she succeeds in reducing [much]
distance between them...she never achieves true intimate distance, because
intimacy involves the mutual surrender of personal space, and that, for Marcher,
would signal the loss of the elevated selfhe so cherishes. It is precisely from
such close encounters that his obsession [and its concurrent lack of motion]
protect him. (175)
Bar'am concludes then that in the end, far from "drifting" toward Marcher with
ghostlike inefficacy, May makes Marcher aware of the potential motion and meaning of
his own body in regard to love. Upon her death and the doubts it quickens regarding
how he has lived, Marcher literally begins to move, to widen his life spatially in parallel
to a widening emotional scope. Breadth of motion leads then to a breadth of mind in
which Marcher converges with May, "fling[ing]"' himself upon her tomb with the most
active verb of the text.
Bar'am's work is compelling and in some ways convincing-yet in chanlpioning
Mayas a source of meaningful "motive" action, she glosses too quickly over the
contexts, durations, and implications of May's motion "is a "is desire and, more
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importantly, the expression o/desire. While viewing May's final "rise" toward
Marcher as a failed but noble attempt to make him sexually aware ofher-an action,
intent, and failure subwritten in all of May's movements-Bar'am explores such motion
neither in its contours nor, strangely, in how it backlashes on May herself. By looking
at May's motion as being in and of itselfproblematic to desire-that is, as being
troubled more on a level ofexpression and less on one of reception-much doubt is cast
on both the body's expressive worth and on the expressive catharsis Bar'am, in the end,
feels that the body can bring. Thus, prey in fact to the same issues haunting speech,
May's motion is revealed by the story to be not an escape from but a perpetuation of
language which, by virtue of being simply another textual medium, cannot move past
the simulations speech has set in place.
It may seem odd to pair the body with language in a way that "codes" them
similarly, yet the comparison makes sense when the two are viewed as sites of
polysemy. Polysemy is, ofcourse, the operation of simultaneous, multiple, and often
conflicting meanings in a sign-in Derridean terms, it is elaborated within the concept of
iterability, defined as "the ability of a sign to cut itself off from [its origin] and
continue to produce effects independently of [that origin's] presence and of the present
actuality of its intentions" (Limited Inc. 5). Thus, the iterable sign is more complex than
one dubbed "polysemous" in that, while it is capable of multiple meanings, the sign
itself is capable of generating its meanings with explicit autonomy in regard to its site
of production (the originary signifying subject), even to the point of directly
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contradicting its original imperatives-in other words, what it was assigned to do and/or
be used for. Yet Derrida interestingly adds that
a written sign...is a mark that subsists, one which does not exhaust itself in the
moment of its inscription and which can give rise to an iteration in the absence
and beyond the presence of the empirically determined subject who, in a given
context, has emitted or produced it. This is what has enabled US...to distinguish
a 'written' from an 'oral' communication. (Limited Inc. 9)
/
While James makes clear that the way Marcher and May speak of the Beast is highly
charged in this regard, he is also careful to point out this slippage as being inherent in
the signals ofthe body, an idea troublesome to Derrida's stance that "iterability" is a
point of departure between the "oral" (spoken) and "written" sign. A case in point is
the very moment when Marcher apprehends meanings in May's motion contrary to
those inscribed in that motion's "originary" intention. Realizing Marcher is in distress
at feeling abandoned, May proclaims "No, no!...I'm with you don't you see?-- still,"
proceeding then "as if to make [this fact] more vivid to him" to "[rise] from her
chair...and [show] herself, all draped and all soft, in her fairness and slimness" (434).
Such a moment seems to have an honest apprehensibility to it that clearly shines
through, yet undercutting its reassuring imagery is a "cold light," something sharply
unstable that might at any moment make the former impression "go out" for Marcher
(434). In result, all he can do is "make the most of if' and use what May offers before
it changes or disappears (434). Meaning, then, "is a vis May's motion, is marked in this
scene in the same way the story's dialogue marks language: as being always threatened
by its 0\\11 contradiction. its 0\\11 collapse by virtue of signifying autonomously beyond
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the intent "written" in its production.
Such contradictoriness becomes then even more apparent in the surrounding
"answers" May gives regarding Marcher's fate. Answering whether or not she has
come to believe "nothing will take place," May "shak[es] her head slowly" (422), a
movement that seems to send a clear "no"-yet James simultaneously calls the gesture
"inscrutab[le]," suggesting that May's motion undoes meaning in a way that amplifies
interpretation and, by extension, Marcher's interpretive fear. Thus, May's answer falls
into a type of semantic crevice somehow inherent in motion itself, a fall repeated in the
qualifications her expression cannot escape: "her silence, with the face she show[s], [is]
almost a confession" (426), just as "her whole manner [is] a virtual confession," etc.
(434, my emphasis). It is as if, for May, the bodily articulation she strives for is
plagued by a stuttering effect that wounds it from the start, scrambling constancy of
expression by the fluidity and fatigue of motion itself as "such attempts" leave her
"motionless and white" in her chair (422). Motion, then, by virtue of being non-
maintainable (and therefore needing to be constantly reattempted), produces its own
form of polysemy not unlike that of language; it surges and ebbs, already signaling
reversal upon enaction, reading as a chain of contradictions Marcher takes whatever
momentary sense from he can. Thus, James can be seen as prompting here a conceptual
revision of Derrida's analysis, positing an alternate bodily lexluality which perforce
expands the field of speech while remaining prey to the exact vicissitudes haunting it.
While Marcher perceives these contradictions only dimly. they register
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forcefully for May herself. Hana Bar'am argues that May becomes ill as her "blood,"
her need for a lived life, "freezes" under Marcher's indifference. This is, in a way,
true-yet it seems even truer to suggest that May's blood, in pattern with her conscious
motion, loses the ability to flow in a way that makes life happen, a way that gives the
heart a lasting beat. May's condition, then, instead ofbeing produced by and because of
Marcher, can be seen as a residue ofthe semantic grind May embodies in the story.
Her disease is the iterability of the spoken word as transcoded to the body-in other
words, as made manifest in a different textual medium May falsely supposes to be in
more immediate relation to her signifying intentions--and its confusion kills her.
Such a view, needless to say, throws doubt on the efficacy of bodily expression
as depicted in the story. May's motions, in the end, do not break through the
expressive distance separating her from Marcher; at best, they "fling" Marcher intro
retroactive awareness prefaced by travel in a mobile coma. The question to ask, then, as
both language and the body fail to express feeling, is by what other means (if any) does
desire find voice in the story? Does it simply hit a wall as articulated in these failed
systems, and is the point of the story to show the power of that wall? Or is there some
other way, some other outlet, in which expression emerges undistorted? The answer to
this last question is "yes:' though the joy suggested in both the fact and fonn of that
answer is strange-for this outlet is. in fact. an unconscious ,,,,ish on the part of John
Marcher to become like objects. to emulate and incorporate into his psyche a foml of
expression self-evident. constant. and unified in expressive stasis. In Derridean tenllS.
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objects may be seen then as representing the supreme form ofstructurality Marcher has
sought, ultimately becoming for Marcher surrogates for his own externalized
subjectivity-a state of being wherein his "fate" can be secured.
The opening of"The Beast in the Jungle" is classic James: right in the thick of
action, yet somehow wholly quiet. Such a fact leads many readers to read past it as a
kind of "groundwork," leading to a crucial aspect of this opening being often missed or
disregarded: the way it works to establish a sense of reverent communion between
people and objects. Walking through Weatherend is, for the guests, an event in which
artwork is admired and social bonds are formed in this act of admiration. The tone of
such watching, though, is anything but socially loose; as James tells us, it is in fact an
act of"the last seriousness," a "mystical apprecia[tion] and measurement" in which
conversation "melts into silences of [deep] import" (404). Such words give
Weatherend-that is, Weatherend in the act of being observed-the feel of a sacred space,
a space that induces self-estimation and surety ofoneself in relation to desire. Thus, it
is as if"weather"-outer change, motion, turbulence-really does "end," or is at least
suspended, in a moment of aesthetic apprehension that somehow reveals self-meaning
to those involved.
Suggestively enough, Marcher sees this moment as a "dreanl of acquisition"
(404). the proper relation to which is one of imitation; Marcher is impelled to seem
"apart"' and. irrcspectiYe ofbcing moyed. outwardly unaffected. To be othemise is to
be a "dog sniffing at a cupboard:' to be in a yulgar state of action. to be made chaotic
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by feeling (405). Marcher's stillness, then, discussed in Hana Bar'am's argument, can
now be seen as established early on in the story in a way James carefully links to the art
Marcher admires. Yet "admires" is too weak a word; while he cooly writes offwhat he
perceives as fiscal "acquisition" wished for by those around him, this tenn takes on
deep unconscious meaning for Marcher himself as the "pictures, heirlooms, and
treasures" of the house become models for his psychic carriage (404), models he
"acquires" as an elevated stillness setting him apart from others.
Such stillness also choreographs Marcher's reencounter with May. Moving
about with a subtle telepathy that the house itself seems to engender, the two "arrange
with each other to stay behind and talk. ..even before they [speak]," meeting at last in a
room "remarkable for a fine portrait over the chimney-place" (406). It should be noted
that this detail is offset grammatically by James, calling attention to itself in a way that
suggests a higher understanding between people being inaugurated by the presence of
art itself, as well as by the "mirroring" or "modeling" effect Marcher feels art
induces-{)r at least should induce-in those around it. This effect, however, is short
lived as speech reintrudes on the scene, exposing it to change, change that the painting
is both literally and figuratively "above." As representation again becomes fluid, again
becomes lingual. for Marcher and May. so returns a living awkwardness. a "sniffing
out"' quality to their meeting, that starts to disconnect them until May reunites herself
\\ith Marcher again in relation to an object-this time. in terms of a reminisced
"important"" archaeological "find·' at Pompeii (407). Thus, the two come into and back
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into mutual understanding during the scene only by seeing each other in the organizing
light of objects.
The question, then, becomes how we might reconcile such object-oriented
communication within the deconstructive paradigm, particularly in relation to the
double-bind of "structure" and "play" that haunts the production of meaning throughout
the story. Here, Derrida is cryptic, stating that "If the nonphonetic moment menaces
the history and life of the spirit as self-presence in the breath, it is because it menaces
subtantiality (my emphasis), that other metaphysical name ofpresence and ofousia"
(OfGrammatoiogy 26). Here, the word substantiality is worth our notice, for the
psychology at work in Marcher seems to suggest the opposite ofhow the term is
employed by Derrida. For Marcher, it is precisely the "nonphonetic moment" that is
equated with and generative of"substantiality," a useful synonym for what may be
called expressive constancy (something that human modes of expression have
continually failed to achieve for James's characters). Admittedly, my assertions here
somewhat contradict Derrida's view of substantiality as a "metaphysical" illusory
"name" (illusory in that it is historically associated with a presence which, for Derrida,
never preceded signification}-yet Derrida's assertion is flexible enough for importation
into James's text (it itself being, of course. fair game to iterable contextualization), and
makes for a compelling springboard from which we may begin to understand more
fully the value which Marcher invests in objects.
Yet Derrida also states. even more provocatively whenju.xtaposed with Janles's
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text, that
To comprehend the structure of a becoming, the form of a force, is to
lose meaning by fmding it. The meaning ofbecoming and of a force, by virtue
of their pure, intrinsic characteristics, is the repose of the beginning and the end,
the peacefulness of a spectacle, horizon, or face. Within this peace and repose
the character ofbecoming and of force is disturbed by meaning itself The
meaning of meaning is Apollonian by virtue of everything within it that can be
seen. (F&S 26, my emphasis)
The fIrst line of this passage seems to refute the relationship between meaning,
structure, and the desired "ur-structurality" of objects as suggested in James's
descriptions cited of Marcher. For James's protagonist, to comprehend and, indeed,
incorporate the structure of the art object into his psyche is to find, not to "lose"
meaning. Yet one must be careful here in terms of Derrida's semantics, for to declare
"becoming" a "pure" mode of engagement with (or at least as leading to engagement
with) a "spectacle" is exactly to affirm Marcher's position: namely, the notion of the
spectator as expressively coextensive with the object of his gaze. Ultimately, though,
Derrida's work does make room for object-signification as a third space of"language,"
anticipating my own proposal here that human expression can be conducted by proxy
through objects. This proposal is central to my closing reading of the text, which
suggests ttlat Marcher yearns to be like objects so as to escape his "split position" in
language and acquire the only viable structurality the world has to offer him, a
structurality capable of opposing play only as predicated on the utter foreclosure of
human subjectivity-in other words. as predicated on death.
As Marcher and May deyclop their reacquaintance. a sense of reference and
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awareness as brought about by objects continues. As the pair spend more time
together, we are told that it is at "Weatherend," "the National Gallery," and "the South
Kensington Museum" that "among vivid reminders," they "achieve quiet detachment,"
the interesting word here being "achieve" as related to the "quiet" of objects (415, my
emphasis). What these lines suggest is that to "achieve" is not to lose expression-after
all, art communicates in the act ofbeing perceived-but to lose the effort behind, and
indeed the very needfor, producing one's own expression. For Marcher, this state (as
again modeled by objects) is bliss, and it makes for his happiest times. In the repose of
knowing himself to have a steady meaning, the "constant sense" of which is
unquestioningly reinforced by May (416), Marcher is emptied of all the anxiety a
potentially changing interpretation of his fate might bring, having "achieved" the static
"sweetness and comfort" inherent in being an object (415). Thus, Marcher need no
longer worry about his own meaning--it is simply converted to and understood in tenus
of a "fact" that doesn't change, a fact made concrete in the "customary" nature of the
"offerings" he gives to May (420).
Strangely enough, after May breaks this state of automated comfort by
questioning Marcher's fate-that is, by restoring to him an anxiety over and capacity for
change-Marcher confers his object-status upon her in an attempt to recoup order.
control. and stability. May becomes for Marcher "the picture ofa serene. exquisite, but
impenetrable sphin.x. whose head. or indeed all whose person. might ha\'e been
powdered \\ith silver" (430. my emphasis). In the process. Marcher achieycs a quixotic
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transferral of his own meanings, meanings now vulnerable as attached to him, onto
M«y-{)r, rather, onto May newly conceived of as an immutable object. The important
thing for Marcher is that a static knowledge of his fate be in place somewhere as
semiotically unassailable, and as a result, he dubs May "out of it"-out of language,
motion, stress-in a way that lets her be safely "smooth and ultimate...communicating
with him as across some gulf, or from some island of rest.." (431). This "island of rest"
she has passed to in becoming not simply a sphinx, but the picture ofa sphinx, is in fact
the "wise" object-space occupied by the picture at Weatherend and, presumably, by all
the art Marcher and May come across. In this space, May is free from concern for
expression and cannot deviate in meaning. Having acquired then in Marcher's eyes all
the qualities his doubt has caused him to lose, his fate as placed within her is secure.
Yet Marcher is not content simply to recreate Mayas "sphinx"-feeling it necessary that
his fate be guarded aesthetically as well as knowingly, he further objectifies Mayas a
"lily" beautifully preserved beneath "a clear glass bell" (430), an image that captures
for him, in a kind of psychic formaldehyde, the artistry with which his "Beast" is
designed. Thus, May comes to function for Marcher as both an aesthetic and
epistemological "vault" protecting his fate. As "sphinx," she validates that fate's
importance, its "august weight ., (431); as "lily," she keeps alive its undiminished
beauty. Both are teclmologies ofpernlanence. and both reassure Marcher that his
future is sacredly intact.
After May's death. this "constancy" Marcher transfers to her is changed from
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metaphor into true stone: May's grave marker. Scrutinizing the slab, Marcher sees "two
eyes which [do] not know him" (444), eyes evolved out of perception into sheerly
being perceived, a fact that suggests the stone to be a "fuller" analogue of the state
Marcher approximates from the start: the gazer as transfigured by, in, and at last into
the objects he gazes upon. In the stone, this evolution is complete: human life has
ascended into the expressive constancy of a material object, and has thus moved
beyond the unstable human meanings Marcher fears.
As he proceeds to ponder the gravestone in terms of the meaning it lets him
retain, Marcher's own movement in this regard is, as far as can be taken, completed
upon his last trip to the site and ensuing encounter with a grieving stranger. Ilana
Bar'arn reads this scene as a string of explosive, expressive motions that jolt Marcher
into an awareness of all he has lost in ignoring active life. She states that:
It is only when, like Lear, [Marcher] is reduced to a state of nothingness
that real change can occur. Stasis and movement are now taken to such
extremes that there is a collapse of barriers between reality and imagination.
Revelation comes in the form of violent physical [motion]...as knowledge is
personified in a rough, jostling passer-by who bumps into him. [Upon this]
impact, Marcher turns with...dawning recognition towards the grave,
[ultimately] flinging himself into the dust, face to face with May, and
experiencing intimate distance for the first time. (177)
This reading seems to work, except for one fact: the motion it sees as building toward
epiphany ends in the greatest clutch at non-motion Marcher can make. Motivated by
the grief of the stranger's face-a face as directly apprehensible as a "sword" and
"torch" (449), two objects totalized in single functions and therefore in sole
expressions. upon sight. of those functions-Marcher "flings" himself upon May's tomb
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in a way that, while often read as sexual union with May, is in fact a fmal inertial union
with the stone itself. Thus, it is not so much the life of the stranger's face as its
singleness of expression-its object-perfection-that Marcher seeks to adopt, project, and
in the end, become.
***
"The Beast in the Jungle," in exploring the forms and implications ofhuman
communication, seems then to be about the arc of that communication into silence.
The only way for Marcher-and for Mayas he perceives her-to be intelligible is
ultimately for them to enter a state where all meaning is fixed and all effort behind
expression disappears, a place bearing at first a figurative and then harshly literal link
with death. Yet despite the tragedy depicted--the fact that living desire is never
fulfilled and living knowledge is never constant--the story suggests hope. What I have
tried to do in this essay is to situate James's text in a helpful relation to deconstructive
theory-not as a transparent illustration of that theory, but as an enriching expansion of
it-- in a manner that shows how the problems haunting our relationship to language can
be grasped in, beyond, and through the dead ends these characters reach. This
suggestion is, of course, somewhat dissonant in relation to my guiding claim that James
shows play itself as necessarily producing the dead end of structure. thereby revising
the Derridean paradigm. Yet it would be more accurate to say that the "telos" of play
can be (and indeed must be) structure only when the influ.x of fear-fear ofanlbiguity.
fear of losing routine as a function of control. fear of finding identity to be
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unfixed-<;reates this negative pattern. Rather, James's tale, in its irreducibility to any
one interpretation, shows that we can experience play on a level of meaning Marcher
never grasps: as in and of itself allowing for a life defined positively by surprise. Thus,
while presenting its characters as trapped between a failed world of signs and a
medusa-like world in which the best option is willingly to become stone, the story itself
represents a third space for our choice: a space where language is revealed, without
doubt, as inescapable, but not as inescapable within itself. That is to say, the story urges
us to see language as offering newness, growth, and creative potential in the
articulation of a subjectivity always open, and therefore always capable ofbecoming
something more: exactly the thing that Marcher fears, and exactly that which, when
embraced, makes the search for meaning-not the finding of it-the action by which we
become truly alive.
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